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ROOF HATCHES
KEY FEATURES

► Manufactured in Aluminium
► Thermally Broken
► Double unbroken seal
► Hold open and closing arm
► LM10 Internal SureCatch roto 

lock with internal Hasp & Staple 
and external Lockable Thumb 
Turn Opening.

► Polyester Powder Coated inside 
and out optional

ROOF HATCHES

INSULATION OPTIONS
Insulation type

Polyisocyanurate

Mineral Wool

25mm 50mm 75mm

0.78 W/m²K

1.13 W/m²K

0.43 W/m²K

0.63 W/m²K

0.26 W/m²K

0.43 W/m²K

DOUBLE LEAF ROOF HATCH - NATIONAL OILWELL VARCO



DOUBLE LEAF ROOF HATCH - BIOMASS TIMBER SOLUTIONS, DERBY
2400 x 3000MM

BOXED GLAZED SLIDING ROOFLIGHT - PUTNEY BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON
1000 x 3075MM

DOUBLE LEAF ROOF HATCH - EVELYN GRACE ACADEMY, LONDON 
4775 x 1750MM
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DOUBLE LEAF ROOF HATCHES

Double leaf roof hatches are manufactured with 
synchronised opening lids and feature an integral 
‘wrap over’ edge. Alternatively, this hatch can be 
manufactured with a fixed rain channel and non 
sequenced opening.

SLIDING ROOF HATCHES

The sliding roof hatches are ideal where there is a 
height restriction or risk of high wind, ensuring your 
roof hatch is operable in all weather conditions. 
Additionally, the sliding roof hatch can be utilised for 
airflow control or ventilation.

BESPOKE DOUBLE LEAF HATCH - KIELDER OBSERVATORY
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KEY FEATURES

► Custom made to any size
► Rated up to FACTA Class E vehicle 

loading
► Can accommodate any type of floor 

infill
► Incorporated double unbroken 

EPDM seals
► Gas spring assisted operation
► Hold open stay - against accidental 

closure
► Available with Suregrip non-slip 

surface coating

FLOOR HATCHES

DOUBLE LEAF BIOMASS FLOOR HATCH - LITHUANIA 

YALE UNIVERSITY

FLOOR HATCHES
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HEAVY DUTY FLOOR HATCHES

E Class Heavy Duty Floor Access Covers are designed to take 
loadings of up to 16 tonnes. Manufactured in cast aluminium 
alloy. The aluminium alloy hatches can take loadings from 5 to 
16 tonnes (FACTA class B to E) and are available in standard 
single, double and multi leaf sizes.

PAVEVENT WALK-ON GLASS

PaveVent pavement vents are designed with a pan type lid 
and structural bond system which provides a slim sightline 
as standard. Standard system performance will cope with 
light maintenance loads right up to heavy pedestrian and 
traffic loads. Walk-on panels incorporate a specially formed 
anti-slip ceramic, permanently tempered onto the glass 
surface.

DOUBLE LEAF FLOOR ACCESS HATCH - WIGAN
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KEY FEATURES

► CE marked to EN12101-2
► Custom made to any size
► Functional safety and reliability
►  Operated by a 24V DC actuator
► Can accommodate an access 

alternative

EN12101-2 AND CE MARKING

EN12101-2 is the European standard for smoke and 
heat control systems. According to it, since July 2013, 
all natural smoke and heat ventilators must be tested 
and CE marked in order to confirm compliance with 
Harmonised European standards, which provide 
methods and criteria for assessing the performance of 
construction products. 

AUTOMATIC OPENING VENTS

Polycarbonate Smoke Vent
UP TO 1500 x 2500

Solid top Smoke Vent
UP TO 1800 x 3000
Glazed Smoke Vent 
UP TO 1400 x 3000

TEST PERFORMANCE FOR DOME AND SOLID TOP
Reliability 1,000 + 10,000 Comfort

Snow Load SL500  
Low Ambient Temp T(-15°)

Wind Load WL1500
Resistance to heat B300

AOV SMOKE VENTS
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AOV GLAZED 140° SMOKE VENT 160° POLYCARBONATE DOME AOV 

AOV SOLID TOP 140° SMOKE VENT

BESPOKE 140° SMOKE VENT WITH ACCESS HATCH
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KEY FEATURES

► Custom made to any size
► Insulation U-Value 1.5 W/m2K
► Thermally broken extruded sections
► Rw25dB acoustic rated
► Frameless design eliminating water 

ponding
► Hold open stay - against accidental 

closure

GLAZED SLIDING SMOKE VENT - GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON

GLAZED ROOF HATCHES

GLAZED ROOF HATCHES
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FIXED GLAZED ROOF HATCHES

Surespan FGL fixed glazed rooflights incorporate a 
frameless design, eliminating water ponding by installing 
on a 5° pitch. We can provide upstands to any height, 
including raked profiles and with self-cleaning or walk on 
glass.

SLIDING GLAZED ROOF HATCHES

Sliding Glass Roof Hatches are ideal where there is a 
height restriction or in areas with high risk of wind. They 
are also ideal for access to roof terraces via a staircase. 
The sliding mechanism can be sold with fixed rails or 
internal telescopic rails.

BESPOKE GLAZED ROOF ACCESS HATCH - DOWNTOWN DOHA, QATAR
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KEY FEATURES

►  Total U-values of 1.7W/m2K
► Source of natural light
►  Double frame seal against 

moisture and heat loss
► Triple layers as standard
► Pre-assembled hinges for easy 

installation

POLYCARBONATE ROOFLIGHTS

CIRCULAR DOME ROOFLIGHTS - NEWCASTLE UNIVERSITY

ROOFLIGHTS
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FIXED ROOFLIGHTS

Surespan Fixed Dome is the perfect solution for flat 
roofed buildings and halls which do not need extra 
ventilation. The specially developed Dome Rooflight 
nails ensure a tight and secure fixing to the mounting 
frame.

ACCESS & VENTILATION ROOFLIGHTS

Surespan rooflights can be offered with hinged lid for 
ventilation and access. The rooflight can be fitted with gas 
spring assisted opening for manual operation or with 24v 
electric openers.

FLAT ROOF GLAZED ROOFLIGHTS KEY FEATURES

► Double Glazed Unit
►  Aluminium Frame
►  Powder Coated grey RAL7015
►  Seamless ceramic coated edge glass
►  Thermally broken Insulated upstand
►  Range of sizes up to 1500 x 1500
►  Minimum 6mm toughened external/

argon filled cavity/8.4mm laminated 
low E glass.

►  Sound insulation 35dB RW
►  Concealed fixing screws 
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KEY FEATURES

► Diamond or glass dome
► Source of natural light
► Double glazed ceiling diffuser
► Choice of size to suit requirement
► Thermally broken 0.6 or 0.4 W/

m²K blue performance also 
available to support PassivHaus 
application

SUN TUNNELS

Sun tunnels collect daylight via a dome on top of the 
roof which directs this daylight down a highly reflective 
aluminium tube into a diffuser fitted into the ceiling 
lighting up the room below. 

Sun tunnels come in a choice of kits to suit various roof 
options, generally flat roof and pitched roof kits exist. 
Pitched roof kits are supplied to suit the type of tiling.

Sun tubes are ideal in areas which have limited space 
for windows or other means of natural light

BLUE PERFORMANCE

Double or triple layer glass insert 
Argon Filled cavity
0.60 W/m²K Double glazed
0.40 W/m²K Triple glazed
Thermal Insulation
Minimal Heat Loss and Heat gains
Prevents condensation
Suitable for bathrooms, kitchens, 
showers etc
Meets Passivhaus requirements
Only available with Crystal Dome

SUN TUNNELS
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APPLICATIONS

►  Residential Housing
►  House Extensions
►  Bathrooms
► Retail & Commercial
► Schools & Colleges
►  Sport Halls & Gyms
►  Leisure Centres
►  Hospitals
►  Public Buildings
► Flat Roofs
► Green Roofs

CRYSTAL DOME

Premium Bohemia Crystal glass dome collects more 
light than any other skylight dome. This material is 
guaranteed not to change, discolour or degrade over 
time. No maintenance is required as crystal glass 
domes are self-cleaning.

DIAMOND DOME

High impact resistant patented 4 mm thick clear acrylic 
diamond dome with UV inhibitors, complete with brushed 
nylon condensation gasket. This maximises the penetration 
of natural daylight and is designed to capture the early 
morning and late afternoon sun.
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KEY FEATURES

► Custom made to any size
► Angle of inclination 65° - 90°
► Safe anti-slip rungs and treads
► Standard landing platforms for 

ladders over 3m high
► Manufactured from aluminium

ACCESS & ESCAPE LADDERS

Surespan ladders are designed specifically for use 
where safe, vertical access is required. The standard 
designs of the ladder together with the range of 
accessories give specifiers flexibility and choice. All 
ladders and fire escapes comply with relevant building 
regulations or safety standards.

LADDER GUARD

The padlockable ladder guard is designed 
to fit onto Surespan standard ladders to 
prevent unauthorised use and avoiding 
potential health and safety risks. The wall 
mounted version fits over any existing 
ladder. 

The guard installation is quick and easy. 
Standard sizes are 2m and 2.5m long. 
Bespoke sizes are available upon request.

SL SL
C

SL
-W

T

SL
-W

TP
S

SL
C

-W
T

LADDERS
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APPLICATIONS

►  Roof Access Hatches
►  Exterior Roof Access
►  Interior Roof Access
► Emergency Escape
► Machinery Access
►  Plant Room Access
► Factories
► Manufacturing Plants
► Warehouses
► Schools & Colleges
► Hospitals
►  Loft Access

SHIP LADDERS

SHP Ships Ladders manufactured from 
aluminium and are compatible with the Surespan 
size 8 Speed Klamp magnesium alloy handrail 
and fittings. The ladders are designed for use in 
the 65° to 75° range. 

RETRACTABLE SL LADDERS
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KEY FEATURES

► Wide anti slip treads
► Counterbalance spring
► Maximum loading 200 Kg/tread
► Certified to EN14975
► One side telescopic Handrail

RETRACTABLE LADDERS

The retractable ladder is fixed to a 600 x 200mm 
plywood back board, which is simply screwed to an 
appropriate surface in the location required.
An adjustable counterbalance spring is incorporated 
into the pivot bracket to ensure that the stairway can be 
raised a lowered smoothly with minimum effort.

ZIP 8 BESPOKE LADDER
Heavy duty retractable ladder to suit floor to 
ceiling height of up to 4600. The unit comes 
complete, ready mounted to a wooden trap 
ceiling door within a 19mm thick plywood 
casing 240mm deep which acts as a liner 
for the ceiling aperture when the unit is fitted 
in position.

The floor to ceiling height dimension 
determines the minimum structural opening 
size in the ceiling level. 

Model

ZIP 4
ZIP 5
ZIP 6
ZIP 7

Ceiling Height 
(mm)

Up to 2500
2501 to 2790
2791 to 3090
3091 to 3390

Min Aperture
Width x Length

650 x 900
650 x 900
650 x 900
650 x 950

No. of treads

9
10 
11
12

ZIP LADDERS
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KEY FEATURES

► Zintec Steel Construction
► Metal or Plasterboard Door
► Picture frame or beaded frame
► Made to any size
► Choice of locking options

ACCESS PANELS

Ceiling and wall access panels (CAD/WAP) are 
designed to fit into any type of ceiling or wall system, 
allowing easy access into the void.

PICTURE FRAME

PLASTIC PLASTERBOARD DOOR 
BEADED FRAME

BEADED FRAME

www.jakdor.co.uk

Ideal for retrofitting into existing walls
25mm picture frame, budget lock as 
standard. Fire Rated is Available.

The 25mm beaded frame allows for tape 
and jointing on site with a wet finish this 
provides a flush access panel with no 
visible frame. 

The beaded frame and plasterboard 
door allows skim plastering as well as 
tape and jointing on site for a completely 
concealed finish.

Flush plastic door has a 25mm picture 
frame surround and is designed to be 
sealed into the clear opening. Cost 
effective.

JAKDOR ACCESS PANELS
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Our contact information

Contact us
Telephone: +44 (0)1922 711185
Fax: +44 (0)1922 714099
E-mail: sales@surespancovers.com

Address
Surespan Limited
Leamore Close
Leamore Enterprise Park
Walsall, West Midlands
WS2 7NL, England

On the web
Web: surespancovers.com
Web: addlite.co.uk
Twitter: @Surespan
Facebook: surespan
Youtube: surespancoversltd


